HELPING FAMILIES COPE
CMEE’S COVID-19 RESPONSE
Addressing the critical needs of our most vulnerable families

Despite losing almost $750,000 in expected revenue in 2020, the Children’s Museum remains steadfast in its commitment to serving East End families and children by –

PROVIDING NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT
When the Museum was forced to close its doors to mitigate the spread of COVID-19, it began operating a weekly food pantry that now provides thousands of pounds of groceries to over 70 families each week.

PROVIDING EMOTIONAL SUPPORT
Museum staff hosted virtual support groups to help struggling families cope with the devastating effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT
To combat summer learning loss, the Museum launched a digital Literacy Club and distributed almost 200 books to low-income families. In addition, Museum staff presented dozens of science, ESL, family literacy and sensory-friendly classes via online platforms.

HELPING OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS HELP FAMILIES
The Museum expanded its partnerships with local community organizations including the Bridgehampton Community Food Pantry and other area food banks, the Eleanor Whitmore Early Childhood Center, Hamptons Art Camp and Outreach, Hudson’s Helping Hands, Supplies for Success, and Welcome Baby to deliver programming, groceries and vital supplies to underserved children and families.

SAFEGUARDING THE HEALTH OF OUR CHILDREN
Since reopening to the public, the Children’s Museum staff have limited attendance to less than 20% of capacity and instituted numerous health and safety protocols that go above and beyond CDC guidelines.

CMEE’S COVID-19 RESPONSE: It’s not just a food pantry, an online reading program or a safe place to play; it’s a social connection that offers families emotional support and hope for the future.
After a three-month virtual collaboration with digital artist, Roz Dimon, students in CMEE’s bilingual coding club created a digital collage documenting their lives during the pandemic. The piece was unveiled in August during a special outdoor screening at the Museum.

Despite being closed, CMEE made sure that preschool students in its Head Start program were recognized with a “drive-in” graduation ceremony in the Museum’s parking lot.

Prior to reopening in August, the staff created new opportunities for play that increased the use of CMEE’s outdoor space.

CMEE has received hundreds of “Thank You” notes from children assisted by the Museum during the COVID-19 crisis.
The Children’s Museum is grateful to the following donors for their generous support!

Gifts received October 1, 2019 – September 30, 2020

$75,000+
- Fund for 631 Institute for Museum and Library Services
- Megan LaMothe and Michael Gorlier

$50,000 – $74,999
- Century Arts Foundation
- Southampton Bath and Tennis Club Charitable Fund

$25,000 – $49,999
- JP Morgan Private Bank
- Zibby Owens
- TPG Opportunities Partners, LP

$10,000 – $24,999
- BLADE
  - Katherine and Michael Colsher
  - County of Suffolk
- F&F Capital Group LLC
- Amanda and Glenn Fuhrman
- Barrie Glabman and Adam Schwartz
- Lisa and Mitchell Green
- Lucy and Larry Guffey
- Wednesday Martin Ph. D and Joel Moser
- New York State Council on the Arts
- Peconic Bay Medical Center
- Aima Raza and Agha Khan
- Carolyn and Kevin Ryan
- Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center Inc.
- Burt & Stanley Shaffer Foundation
- Grace and Guy Shanon
- Stephenson Pope Babcock Foundation
- Lisa Herbert Winter and Ricardo Winter
- Kathy and Ted Wong

$5,000 – $9,999
- 3.1 Phillip Lim Great Jones, LLC
- Anonymous
- Stacey Averbuch and Tony Munoz
- BNB Bank
- Brigid Collins and Jim Stewart
- Clementine Drackett and Hunter Phibbsick
- Katrina and Kevin Dudley
- Fresh Direct LLC
- Sarah Gray and Gavin Simms
- Gurney’s Montauk Resort
- Josef and Paul Hilal
- Janice and Jon Hummel
- Christie and Ben Jacobs
- Melissa and Paul Keary

$2,500 – $4,999
- Bank United
- Brian Beedenbender
- Robert Bennett
- Bridgehampton Association
- Lindsay Cooper
- Susan and Matthew Daimler
- Timothy Geraghty
- Dana Goldberg and Richard Scharf
- Stephanie and Les Gorman
- Ashley and Kevin Gunderson
- Hampton House Realty
- Suri Kasirow and Bruce Teitelbaum
- Elizabeth and Jonathan Levinsohn
- Tom O’Regan
- Leticia Ossa Daza
- Anna and Gene Schneuer
- Victoria Stokes and Thomas Schultz
- Tenet
- Town of Southampton
- Viking Global Foundation
- Michael Wassong
- The Donald and Barbara Zucker Foundation

$1,000 – $2,499
- Sarah Aibel-Mesler
- Faisal Ashraf
- Atlantic Golf Club
- Katja Barberi and Alexander Hecker
- Kenneth C. Baron
- The Birch Family
- Matthew and Lindsay Blank
- Jason Brauth
- Brian Buckhout
- Danielle Flug Capalinio
- Nicole Clemens & Vaun Wilmott
- Harold Dean
- Tiffany and Kojo Dufu
- Julie and Erik Falk
- Kerianne and James Flynn
- Megan and Kevin Fritz
- Lisa Garrison
- Susie and Michael Gelman
- Bari and Neil Goldmacher
- April Gornik and Eric Fischl
- Hampton Pool Company
- Hampton House Watching

$500 – $999
- Alixam Events
- Stephen and Patti Allen
- Faisal Ashraf
- Geoff, Susan and Jackson Belsher
- Alliance Bernstein
- Clifford A. Brandeis and Sharon L. Schneier

$500 – $999
- Beatrice Alda and Jennifer Brooke
- Stephanie and Michael Bulger
- Vivian Chen
- Melinda Chu and Tony Cheng
- Austen and Ernesto Cruz
- East End Wellness
- Nicole Ross-Eloff and Rob Eloff
- The Gordon Family
- Karin and Thomas Patrick
- Plum Builders
- Michael Pritula
- Erica Roizen and Scott Belsky
- Sheri Rosenblatt and Rob Likoff
- Michele and Toni Saccozanni
- Melanie and David Shorenstein
- Ayesha and Billal Sikander
- Brett and Dan Sundheim
- Diana and Douglas Toole
- Patty and Vincent Vigorita
- Paula and Anthony Viscogliosi
- Jane Wagman

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
- Christie Jacobs
- Megan LaMothe
- Abby Levy
- Melissa Merrill Keary
- Joyce Mullins-Jackson
- Aima Raza
- Kim Slicklein
- Zachary Vichinsky
- Katie White
- Katherine Wong

The Children’s Museum’s mission is to spark imagination and foster learning for children of all backgrounds and abilities and to build strong connections with the East End community by providing playful experiences.
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